ABOUT US
We are a full-service party rental company, serving the NJ, NY, and
PA areas. Family owned & operated, the owner is always available to

OUR FOCUS

consult with you directly on your particular event needs. Ocean

Provide quality rental products and services at fair prices while

Tents has been serving the event industry with quality products at

maintaining excellent customer service.

fair prices for over 20 years. Ocean Tents began in 1983 as a homebased party rental business serving the local community of
Bricktown, NJ.
The current owner acquired Ocean Tents in 1995 and
expanded to a storefront with a large inventory enabling us to cover
all our valued client’s rental needs. The current owner and his family
have worked for various rental operations before acquiring Ocean
Tents.
Our staff has over 70 years combined rental experience,
contributing to thousands of successful events. Industry organizations we belong to are the “American Rental Association”, “Industrial
Fabrics Association International’s Tent Rental Division”, and “Mid
Atlantic Tent Renters Association.” Memberships in these organizations enable us to stay on top of industry trends as well as continue
are lifelong education.
We have undergone tremendous growth in the last 10 years of
operation thanks to our loyal customers. This growth enabled us to
expand our services, staff and bring the latest quality rental products
to our clients at affordable prices. In the near future Ocean Tents will
have an additional location to serve you.

MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
"In all my years of business, I have never enjoyed anything as much as operating Ocean Tents. The satisfaction I receive from
providing people with the items needed to make their event a memorable one is like nothing else. I am grateful for the opportunity I have had to incorporate my everyday life values into the company. Through the success of Ocean Tents, I have been able
to donate and offer discounted services to various non-profit and local community organizations and will continue to do so in
the future. Without our employees, Ocean Tents would not be here today. I recognize their dedication by providing continuing
education in the field and a friendly work atmosphere with good compensation. My passion and their dedication shine through
in every event we do. Every event is unique; they mark milestones in people’s lifetimes or business ventures. Being a person
who regularly hosts events, I realize the importance of a gathering. At Ocean Tents, our main objective is to establish your needs
and stay true to our client’s vision of the event.
When you entrust Ocean Tents to provide services for an event, we will go above and beyond your expectations. Whether your event is large or small, our staff will
dedicate 100% of their attention and knowledge to ensure success and satisfaction. I personally look forward to speaking with you about any needs or questions
you may have."
Best Event wishes,

Joseph Peregman

SERVICES
EVENT CONSULTATION & DESIGN

DELIVERY/PICK-UP, CUSTOMER PICK-UP

Once you have made

Upon reservation, we will negotiate delivery and pickup days that

contact with an Ocean Tents

are convenient to you. It is not uncommon for delivery to take place

representative we will

many days before your event; this ensures rental equipment is there

arrange an appointment for

and ready for use on your event day. You will be contacted the day

on-site consultation; free of

before delivery to confirm your order and the setup time period. At

charge. We are able to

the time of delivery our personnel will confirm the pickup day we

consult with you in our

have pre-scheduled with you, if it is not convenient please contact

showroom and through

our office.

telephone conversations

Normal delivery and pick-up hours are Monday thru Friday

however, we highly

8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and Saturday from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

recommend meeting with

Before and after-hours delivery and pick-ups, timed delivery, surprise

you at the event site. Due to

party delivery, and last minute orders, are available for an additional

the uniqueness of every

charge.

venue, and any event

Ocean Tents delivery personnel are responsible for stacking the

involving tenting requires

equipment neatly in one location that is within reasonable distance

on-site inspection. If you

from the tailgate of delivery vehicle. Special carrying, long distance

have consulted with a party

walks, use of elevator or stairs, set-up and breakdown of equipment,

planner, caterer or other

all will incur additional charges, these requirements must be

event professional it is best

specified at the time of reservation. Failure to notify Ocean Tents of

to have them attend this

special delivery requirements will result in an additional invoice.

consultation as well. If you

Delivery and pickups that do not require unique needs are quoted

have not consulted with any

according to your zip code.

other event professionals

For smaller quantities of party rentals, it is possible for clients

but need to do so, we have a wide network of caterer’s, party

to pick up the items at our location. We highly recommend calling

planners, florists and other professionals that we could suggest to

ahead if you choose to pick items up. It is not necessary to call

you. After all of your rental needs are determined we will provide

ahead, however this will enable us to have your ordered pulled and

you with an estimate detailing all the costs associated with your

ready when you arrive, saving you valuable time. Ocean Tents staff

event. The first on-site inspection, consultation, Party Cad© drawing,

will always assist with loading and unloading the items into or from

and quote are free of charge. Additional meetings and drawings

your vehicle. If you choose to pick the rental items up it is best that

may incur a fee. Remember, no budget is too small for us too work

you have an adequate size vehicle to transport the items. Ocean

with; your event is only limited by your imagination!

Tents personnel are not able to tie, strap or improperly secure items

PARTY CAD EVENT PLANNER

to your vehicle. Even though we are very careful around your
vehicle, Ocean Tents is not liable for any damages that may occur
when loading or unloading equipment. If you are unsure of the

Once we have determined what tent, dance floor, staging, tables,
chairs, and any other accessories you may need, we will design your
event using the latest Party CAD© software; that creates a scale
drawing of your event. This enables you to see how your event will
look in advance. This service brings your vision to life and makes
setup worry free. From vision to concept, to the event of your
dreams!

proper size vehicle needed to transport your rented items please
contact us.

SERVICES cont.
PRE-EVENT SETUP &
POST EVENT BREAKDOWN
The setup and takedown of tents,
lighting, staging, dance floor, and
flooring are included in the
published or quoted price. Items
such as tables, chairs, linens, china,
flatware and other items are not.
For an additional fee you can
arrange for us to provide this service. Most clients who do not have
a caterer or an abundance of idle hands will opt for Ocean Tents to
provide this service. This must be reserved in advance.

EVENT ATTENDANTS ON SITE
Have peace-of-mind on the day of your event! To ensure the success
of your event and safety of your guests, we recommend staffing
your event with trained Ocean Tents professionals. The personnel we
select to staff an event are our best and have years of experience in
the field. The attendants will arrive appropriately dressed an hour or
two before your event and leave upon completion of your event.
They will assist in the operation of any of our rental equipment,
adjust the lighting, check weather conditions, adjust climate
controls, maintain tents, and assist in any incidentals that may popup. All large events require attendants and they will be included in
the quoted price.

PRODUC TS
POLE TENTS

HIGH-PEAK TENTS

Pole Tents have a dramatic

High-Peak tents employ the

appearance that create a big

same characteristics of a frame

impact. They have a spacious

tent but with the dramatic

interior with a generous

look of a big top tent. High-

height. Pole tents are an economical way to provide cover for a large

Peak tents are able to have

guest list Sometimes referred to as “Big Top Tent” or “Tension Tent”.

flags on top. Excellent choice

Pole Tents are supported by tension rather than a frame. They have

when you like the look and

center poles, side poles, and multiple stakes to secure the tent. We

feel of a Big top tent but don’t want the center poles or do not have

do recommend installing this type of tent in wide-open areas,

the space requirements for a pole tent. These tents are only available

preferably grass, however pole tents can be installed on any surface

in smaller sizes. For an unconventional style tent we have a hexagon

if staking is permitted. We carry TopTec™, Eureka™, and Anchor™ big

shaped high peak frame tent; a beautiful tent that stands out from

tops.

the crowd. We carry Tentnology™ High- Peak frame tents.

FRAME TENT

CLEAR SPAN FRAME TENT

Supported by a frame and can be

Supported by a frame, can be installed

installed anywhere; on decks, rooftops,

anywhere; on decks, rooftops, patios,

patios, over pools, close to buildings, or

over pools, close to buildings, or in tight

in tight areas. Anchoring does not

areas. Anchoring does not require the

require the use of stake lines in most installs. This tent is an excellent

use of guy lines in most installs. This

choice when climate control is important, many lighting fixtures are

tent is an excellent choice when climate

being used, or a spacious interior is needed, also great for high wind

control is important, many lighting fixtures are being used, or a

areas. The sidewalls on this tent slide on tracks, and are very easy to

spacious interior is needed, also great for high wind areas. The

open or close. If engineering specifications are required or you want

sidewalls on this tent slide on tracks, and are very easy to open or

a luxurious tent that is similar to a banquet hall, this is the best

close. If engineering specifications are required or you want a

option

luxurious tent that is similar to a banquet hall, this is the best option.

CLEAR TOP TENTS

LIGHTING, SOUND, CLIMATE

Clear top tents are excellent for parties

LIGHTING:

after 5:00 p.m. These tents provide cover

Turn a plain area into a

from the elements while at the same

wonderland with lighting.

time give the feeling of being outdoors.

Often overlooked when

Clear tents are beautiful when combined with lighting. Clear tops

planning an event, lighting

are available on our frame tents only. Clear tops can also be used in

helps to create a desired

select sections of a tent rather than the entire tent.

ambience, accentuate
displays, decorate and

TENT ACCESSORIES

enhance the overall mood of
a venue. We offer many types

Tent liners are the first step in decorating success. They transform

of lighting from decorative

any event from ordinary to unforgettable, creating exciting visual

chandeliers and Chinese

impressions. Liners make your tent look spectacular, and create a

lanterns to spotlights.

perfect backdrop for dramatic lighting, color, and floral accents. Leg

Whether your event requires

drapes provide a variety of decorating options. They also conceal the

functional or creative lighting

leg, tent rigging, electrical, and decorating hardware. Liners are

Ocean Tents will tailor a

perfect for Romantic Weddings, Elegant Dinners, and Festive Parties.

package to suit your needs.

TENT SIDEWALLS

CLIMATE CONTROL:
Keep your guests feeling comfortable! If the weather is sweltering

Sidewalls are used to compensate for aesthetically challenging situations, such as blocking an unpleasant view or simply adding a little
additional flare to your event. Sidewalls enclose the tent to provide
comfort when an outdoor event is surrounded by unpleasant
weather conditions. Tent sidewalls are required when heating or air
conditioning a tent. You can add sidewall for any amount of distance
along the perimeter or you can have the wall put up around the
entire tent. Sidewalls are available in multiple styles such as
cathedral window, solid white, clear, or mesh.

hot or freezing cold, you and your guests do not have to feel that
way. Create your own climate inside your tent or outdoor patio or
awning. With the use of fans, air conditioners, port-o-cool machines,
forced air heaters, and patio heaters we can create any climate you
desire.

EVENT FLOORING

STAGING:
Whether you need a

Tent flooring is the answer for leveling areas, covering imperfections

stage for a band,

on the surface, and above all keeping your guests’ feet dry if bad

performance,

weather arrives. There are two different sub floor systems that you

fashion show,

can choose between. The first choice is plank & board, a fully

speaker or

wooden floor that is screwed together to create one large area and

ceremony the possi-

follows the contour of the surface. The other choice is modular floor,

bilities are unlimited

which is 4’x4’ sections of floor that lock together to create a large

with Bil- Jax stage.

floor and is completely leveled. Modular floor is perfect when you

Ocean Tents can configure a stage specific to your needs. Our

have an unlevel or multi-level area that needs to be transformed

staging consists of 4’ x 4’ platforms that lock together to create any

into a venue. The last step in the floor process is to lay carpet over

size or shape imaginable. Different heights and multiple levels are

the sub floor.

no problem. We also have semi-circular or full circle platforms, steps,
railing, skirting to cover the under structure and carpet to cover the

DANCE FLOORS:
Whether you are having an indoor or outdoor function, elegant or
casual, Ocean Tents has a style dance floor to suit your needs. We will

platform.

EVENT FURNITURE

custom size a dance floor to your specifications. All dance floor
rentals include standard installation Listed are our most popular size
dance floors. Figure for no more than 1/3 of your guests to be
dancing at any given time.

Ocean Tents offers a wide variety
of tables, chairs, and bars to suit
any size guest list. Whether your
event is elegant or casual we have
the furnishings to achieve your
requirements. Tables can also be
used for displays, buffets and trade shows. Create tiered displays
with table risers. See also chair covers to enhance your decor.
LINENS & CHAIR COVERS:
Ocean Tent’s linens provide the perfect compliment for any event.
Linens are available in multiple styles, colors and patterns to suit
your needs. Each linen is inspected several times throughout our
laundry process, and then specially folded on individual hangers
and bags to be delivered free from any defects. Refer to the linen
sizing chart to determine the linen size needed for your event. We
have a wide selection of linen styles to suit your needs. If you are
interested in a specific fabric, color, or style please contact us so we

EVENT FLOORING & CARPETING:
Carpeting is a great addition to any event. Whether you need to
cover a tent floor, walkway, tradeshow floor, or anywhere else you
can imagine the possibilities are endless. When renting our event
flooring, carpet is recommended to cover the floor. Ocean Tents can
supply any type of carpet from astroturf to plush ballroom carpet.
Coordinate the color of carpet to match the décor of your event.
Ocean Tents provides installation and removal of carpeting when
renting.

could set up an appointment or provide you with a sample.

TABLEWARE:
Choose a china and flatware pattern that matches your decor. From
elegant to simple, Ocean Tents has you covered. We have glassware
to compliment any type of drink you are serving. All of our
glassware, china, and flatware is sanitized and comes in racks or
containers. No need to worry about washing or cleaning after use,
just rinse and place back in the racks. It is best to visit our website or
contact a representative to see our current selection as we are
always adding more patterns.

GUEST & ENTERTAINMENT
Keep your guests entertained! If you are having a themed party or
have young ones on the guest list check out the games and
concession equipment we offer. Have a casino night or create your
own carnival. You don’t have to be an expert to operate our
concession equipment, it is user friendly and our staff will instruct
you on proper use.

CATERING & FOOD SERVICE
When cooking for and serving a large amount of guests, be
prepared with our catering and food service equipment. You don’t
have to be a caterer to rent our cooking equipment, Ocean Tents
staff will explain how to use all of the user-friendly equipment we
rent. We can also help you decide which equipment and serving
pieces will be needed for your event. If you are a professional caterer
take the labor and stress away by renting the equipment. Ocean
Tents offers full support on all our products to provide peace of
mind during your event.

WEDDING ACCESSORIES
From arches to umbrellas and props, our wedding accessories
provide a focal point for picture taking and add beautiful decor to
your wedding ceremony or reception. Enhance a wedding arch by
decorating with flowers.

PLAN YOUR EVENT ONLINE!
Use our interactive web site to help plan and price out your next.
event! Visit our site at www.oceantents.com for photos of our
available products.

1-800-507-4386 • www.oceantents.com
801 East Bay Ave
Manahawkin, NJ 08050

1647 Route 38
Mount Holly, NJ 08060

